
PROFESSIONAL INSECT PROTECTION SCREENS

CREATE QUALITY OF LIFE
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We offer a professional insect protection system that sets standards in versatility, 
precision and longevity. Most importantly however is us - your health and your 
well-being. 

People love light-flooded, fragrant rooms: With our complete solutions, you can 
keep annoying insects away while leaving light and air in your home. 

Increasing the quality of life is enormous! The range of our elements is almost as 
varied as the types of mosquitoes - and there are many of them! 

Our products are user-friendly, UV-resistant, as well as wear-resistant and low 
maintenance.

The perfect SYSTEM
Flies,  mosquitos and other insec ts must stay outside!
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The tentering frame, made of ultra-flat Softline profile, integrates unobtrusively 
into the facade design and is suitable for all types of Window. The large number 
of variants makes it possible to protect from insects without great effort. 

Our tentering frame can be mounted and unmounted in seconds by means of 
practical mounting brackets made of stainless steel, usually without drilling. In 
combination with our transparent mesh, it is barely visible and leaving more light 
and air in your living space than with the standard mesh.

TENTERINg FRAME
suitable.  modern. l ightweight.
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	 ultra-flat Softline profiles

	 usually mounted without 
drilling

	 unmounted in seconds
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Our door system is extremely load-bearing and offers, despite low installation 
depth, maximum static properties. The easyP hinged element is equipped with 
hinges made of metal and optionally with a stable step plate. 

So it works reliably even after years of use and remains visually appealing. Thanks 
to highquality materials, the elements are almost wear-resistant and maintenance-
free.

The rotating elements can be opened outwards or inwards and thus are the perfect 
solution for business and gastronomic purposes. Special mesh or special shapes 
are possible at any time. Optionally, the elements can be equipped with a door 
closer or a pet flap.

HINgED DOORS/WINDOWS
elegant.  robust.  f lexible.
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	 ultra-flat, 9–12 mm

	 shapely details

	 several opening options

	 handle variant selectable
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In the case of very high and wide openings, mainly our sliding systems are used.
For conservatory, large balcony or patio doors, you can choose between a single 
or multi-winged system. 

In order to provide a clear view, the sliding system is produced without bar. The 
wing runs very quietly on wear-free, inner rollers and can be comfortably operated 
with the sliding door handle.

SLIDINg SYSTEMS
sof t.  durable.  manifold.
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	 for large door and window 
openings

	 very discrete view

	 for extra wide and high 
openings
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The easyP swinging door offers optimum comfort: it opens in both directions and 
closes independently, gently and almost silently. Thanks to the flat profiles andthe 
space-saving handle bar, the installation depth is very low. 

To ensure a particularly long service life, the robust frame construction was designed 
with a special closing spring technology. With just a few hand movements, the 
door can be unmounted and mounted again. 

The swinging door is highly recommended as a smooth-running system for 
particularly frequently used passage ways, e.g. for trade and gastronomy, the 
perfect solution. It is also available as a doublewinged system.

SWINgINg DOOR
comfor table.  c lever.  gently.
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	 opens in both directions

	 closes independently, 
gently and almost silently

	 suitable for high walk 
through traffic
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The easyP roller plays a decisive role in insect protection. It is ideally suited for 
windows, doors as well as roof windows. The shapely casing can be mounted 
inside as well outside, also in special sizes. 

A handle bar is used to open and close the roller. When operated, the roller slides 
smoothly and quietly in the lateral guidance. If it is not needed, it disappears 
completely in the roller box. 

A special feature of our combined roller is the combination of sun and insect 
protection in the smallest space.

ROLLER SCREENS/ROLLER DOUBLE SCREENS
innovative. unremarkable.  prac t ical.
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	 for doors and windows

	 can be discrete integrated

	 Roller brake as standard
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With our light shaft cover, lightness, elegance and functionality combined in one 
product! It protects against leaves and dirt, keeps vermin away, and let in addition 
light and air in the room. So cellar rooms can be used as living and hobby rooms.

The extremely flattened profiles in combination with stainless steel mesh or 
aluminum expanded metal provide a robust surface without a tripping hazard, 
which is even passable. The flexible sealing gasket or brush (optional) compensates 
unevenness to the masonry or floor. 

In order to protect the basement light shaft from rainwater, the light shaft cover 
is optionally available with a polycarbonate cover.

LIgHT SHAFT COVER
safe.  plain.  laid on.
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	 no tripping hazard, cause 
of ultra-flat profiles

	 walkable

	 easy to clean

	 easy to handle

	 easy to remove

	 corrosion free

	 High quality profiles from 
the easyP brand
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As the centerpiece of our insect protection system, the mesh has to meet a wide 
range of requirements. Whether clear vision, for pets or high hygiene requirements, 
there is a suitable solution for every situation. All standard and specialty meshes 
are UV and weather resistant.

Fiberglass mesh standard

The plastic-coated fiberglass mesh is extremely tearproof. Available in the colors 
black and gray.

Fiberglass mesh “exclusive”

Not visible from the outside, the very fine mesh offers increased light and air 
permeability. The robust mesh offers an even better view than our standard mesh. 
Available in black.

MESH
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Petscreen mesh

The Petscreen mesh is extra strong and protects against damage caused by cat or 
dog claws. It is ideally suited for the integration of a pet flap. Available in black 
and gray.

Fine mesh

With its particularly tight meshes, the fine mesh keeps the smallest insects away. 
Available in black.

Stainless steel mesh

The robust stainless steel mesh, which is very easy to maintain, is used mostly in 
food processing (e.g., laboratories, slaughterhouses, etc.), An optimal protection 
against rodents. It is very stable, durable and corrosion resistant.
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POLLEN-/CLEAR VIEW MESH
ultraf ine. Tear resistant.  durable.

PVC
FREI

PHTHALAT
FREI
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Partikelschutzgewebe
immissionshemmendes

Made in  
Germany

Clear view mesh – an electrostatic protection shield. It is charged by air friction 
and is thus strengthened in its effect. This ensures an efficient reduction of particle 
incidence. The particle protection effect is based on a patented bicomponent 
technology. Ultra-fine yarns are provided with a special hydrophobic coating. 
Furthermore, the thread is ultra-fine and very tear-resistant. This ensures an optimal 
flow of light and air. The mesh is barely perceptible and thus also significantly 
improves the quality of life.

Pollen protection mesh - During development, special emphasis was placed on 
the highest possible retention of fine dust and pollen. Due to the smaller mesh size 
compared to the clear view mesh, it has been possible to improve the retention 
values even further. Nevertheless, the pollen protection mesh also has excellent 
optical properties, with optimal light and air flow. 

The extremely high particle filter effect provides a significant increase  
in the quality of life, as it makes daily ventilation safer.
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Germany
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	 Effective fine dust protection

	 Effective pollen protection

	 High light flow

	 High air flow

	 Brilliant clear view 

	 Ultrafine high-tech material

	 Hardly noticeable from the outside

	 High tensile strength

	 Resistant against fading by 
sunlight

	 Dimensionally stable

	 Quality “Made in Germany”

5 Years

 for Weather  
resistance

Warranty
1 The value was measured in comparison to an open window on the basis of Arizona fine dust according to 

ISO 12103-1 A1 respectively birch pollen (clear view mesh) and grass pollen (pollen protection mesh).
2 open area
3 (l/m²/s at 30PA) according to EN ISO 9237 +/- 5% deviation possible
*indoor climate index = light incidence in % x (particle retention in % x2) 

                                        Differential pressure in mbar x 1000

 + 63,5 % 1

 + 66,4 % 1

 77,0 % 2

 11.000 l 3

 + 74,6 % 1

 + 92,8 % 1

 67,0 % 2

 7.400 l 

 

 *Raumklima-Index = Lichtdurchlass in % x (Feinstaubrückhalt in % x 2)
         Differenzdruck in mbar x 1.000

effektiver Feinstaubrückhalt:

effektiver Pollenrückhalt:

Lichtdurchlass:

Luftdurchlässigkeit:
3,2 m/s bei 0,11 mbar Differenzdruck

brillanter Durchblick

Maschenweite  1,1 x 1,0 mm  0,7 x 0,7 mm

89 90

Vorteile

Alle Testergebnisse aus unserem Forschungslabor belegen 
die bahnbrechende Wirksamkeit unserer Gewebe. Sie sind 
von unabhängiger Seite geprüft, bestätigt und mehrfach 
ausgezeichnet worden.

Mit 5plus dust evo hat trittec Neuland beschritten. trittec 
war der erste Insektenschutzanbieter, der sich intensiv 
mit dem Thema Partikelschutz auseinandergesetzt und 
Präventivgewebe nicht nur gegen Insekten und Pollen, 
sondern auch gegen Feinstaub entwickelt hat. Bei der 
Entwicklung des 5plus dust evo forte Gewebes hat trittec 
besonders viel Wert auf den höchst möglichen Rückhalt 
von Feinstaub und Pollen gelegt. Durch seine geringere 
Maschenweite im Vergleich zum 5plus dust evo Gewebe 
ist es trittec gelungen, die Rückhaltewerte noch weiter zu 
verbessern ohne signifikante Einbußen an Optik sowie 
Licht- und Luftdurchlass hinnehmen zu müssen.

Hohe Wirksamkeit. Ausgezeichnete Prävention.

5plus dust evo 5plus dust evo forte

PVC
FREI

PHTHALAT
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immissionshemmendes

Made in  
Germany

Effective fine particle retention:

Effective pollen retention:

Transparency:

Ventilation:  
3,2m/s at 0,11 mbar differential pressure

Brilliant view

Mesh size

Advantages Clear view mesh Pollen protection mesh
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As individual as your wishes and installation situations are, we always have the 
perfect solution ready! Our custom-made elements are produced in all shapes and 
colors. Special colors, all RAL and trend colors, wood decoration or fine structure 
- we are open to all wishes!

Many different types of mesh complement the custom-made insect protection. 
Individually tailored to your needs, a variety of materials can be combined. 
Whether it is transparent mesh in the living area, pollen protection in the bedroom 
or standard mesh for the office, our fiberglass mesh offers maximum room 
brightness, even with oblique incident of light.

COLORS / FORMS / ACCESSORIES
color ful.  var iable.  spec ial.
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	 all RAL colors

	 Special colors

	 Wood decors

	 every shape

76

8 11
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6 11 12

103 State 10/2020 • Printing errors and technical changes reserved • all dimensions in mm 

Surfaces / colour samples
Standard colours

Typographicly, the colours can only be displayed approximately. 
For technical reasons, it is also possible, that the colouring of our 
own products can be minimal different.

Further RAL-, DB- or trend colours, wood decors or 
special coatings, are available for an extra charge
(see price list)

Su
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s 
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Silver
similar RAL 9006

Silver
anodized E6EV1

Aluminium raw Vtraffic white
similar RAL 9016

Dark brown
similar RAL 8077

Ochre brown matt 
similar RAL 8001

Sepia brown
similar RAL 8014

Anthracite grey
similar RAL 7016

Standard colours insect protection

Decoral 
Golden Oak I

Decoral 
Douglas I

Decoral 
Douglas II

Decoral 
Mahagoni

Special coating insekt protection 
wood decors (for an extra charge)

Standard colours light shaft cover

DB 703 FS
metallic grey

silver
anodized E6EV1

Moss green 
similar RAL 6005

Stone gray

On request there are approx. 
100 different decors available.

Due to printing technology, the colors can 
only be approximated. For technical reasons 
are also in the coloring of our products 
minor deviations possible.
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Your insect protection elements are produced from extruded, powder-coated 
aluminum profiles and covered with high-quality meshes by leading manufacturers.

The accessories are made of extremely UV- and weather-resistant materials such 
as aluminum, stainless steel and plastic.

Under careful and responsible application of fixed guidelines, we produce customfit 
and durable insect protection elements. Matched to your needs, for every window 
and every door an optimal solution.

HIgH-QUALITY MATERIALS
durable.  qualit y.
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Only those who know their 
products can give good advice 
wirth a certain amount of en-
thusiasm, technical skill and 
necessary expertise. 

Our trained specialist staff 
comes directly to your home 
and advises you in detail.

Together with the specialist, 
you determine on site which 
solution meets your wishes and 
requirements.

All products are delivered and 
professionally mounted.

CUSTOMIZED ADVICE
competent.  passionate. creat ive.
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BENEFIT FROM PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

Please send back by envelope or FAX.

Please send me a free and non-binding 
expert consultation for

	 custom-made insect protection screens 
 for windows and doors
		custom-made light shaft covers

Name:     

Street:       

Postal Code:                         City:

Phone/Mobile: 

Fax:

V
O

U
C

H
E

R Your easyP expert:


